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Abstract— This paper considers hybrid beamforming (HB)
for downlink multiuser massive multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) systems with frequency selective channels. The proposed
HB design employs sets of digitally controlled phase (fixed phase)
paired phase shifters (PSs) and switches. For this system, first
we determine the required number of radio frequency (RF)
chains and PSs such that the proposed HB achieves the same
performance as that of the digital beamforming (DB) which
utilizes N (number of transmitter antennas) RF chains. We show
that the performance of the DB can be achieved with our HB just
by utilizing rt RF chains and 2rt (N − rt + 1) PSs, where rt ≤ N
is the rank of the combined digital precoder matrices of all subcarriers. Second, we provide a simple and novel approach to
reduce the number of PSs with only a negligible performance
degradation. Numerical results reveal that only 20 − 40 PSs
per RF chain are sufficient for practically relevant parameter
settings. Finally, for the scenario where the deployed number
of RF chains (Na ) is less than rt , we propose a simple user
scheduling algorithm to select the best set of users in each subcarrier. Simulation results validate theoretical expressions, and
demonstrate the superiority of the proposed HB design over the
existing HB designs in both flat fading and frequency selective
channels.
Index Terms— Hybrid Analog-Digital Beamforming, Massive
MIMO, Millimeter wave, Phase shifter, RF chain

I. I NTRODUCTION
Multiple input multiple output (MIMO) is one of the
promising techniques for improving the spectral efficiency
of wireless channels. To exploit the full potential of MIMO,
one can leverage the conventional digital beamforming (DB).
There are many DB design approaches developed in the past
couple of decades. However, these approaches are designed
mainly for few number of antennas (around 10) [1], [2]. It
is shown that deployment of the massive number of antennas
at the transmitter and/or receiver (massive MIMO) can significantly enhance the spectral and energy efficiency of microwave
and millimeter wave (mmWave) wireless networks [3], [4].
In DB, one radio frequency (RF) chain is required for
each antenna element at the base station (BS) and user equipment (UE) where an RF chain includes low-noise amplifier,
down-converter, digital to analog converter (DAC), analog
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to digital converter (ADC) and so on [5], [6]. Thus, when
the number of BS antennas N is very large, the high cost
and power consumptions of mixed signal components, like
high-resolution ADCs and DACs, imply that dedication of
a separate RF chain for each antenna is highly inefficient
[3], [7]–[11]. For these reasons, beamforming design with
limited number of RF chains has recently received significant
attention. One approach of achieving this goal is to deploy
beamforming at both the digital and analog domains, i.e.,
hybrid beamforming (HB). In the digital domain, beamforming
can be realized at the baseband frequency whereas, in the
analog domain, beamforming can be implemented by using
low cost phase shifters (PSs) at the RF frequency [12]–[14].
Different implementation aspects of the HB architecture can
be found in [15] and [16].
In [17]–[19], a HB architecture is suggested for single
user massive MIMO systems where matching pursuit (MP)
algorithm is utilized [5]. In [20], a codebook based HB is
proposed for wideband mmWave wireless networks. The codebooks are designed symmetrically for mitigating the possible
beam shift due to the large differences of wave lengths at
different sub-bands. In [21], a low complexity codebook based
RF beamforming based on multi-level RF beamforming and
level-adaptive antenna selection is considered. In [15], two
types of sub-array HB architecture are considered; interleaved
and localized sub-arrays. In the interleaved array, antenna
elements in each sub-array scatter uniformly over the whole
array whereas, in a localized array, antenna elements are
adjacent to each other. In [22], HB designs utilizing interleaved
and side-by-side sub-arrays (i.e., like in [15]) is proposed. This
design is used for adaptive angle of arrival (AOA) estimation
and beamforming by utilizing differential beam tracking and
beam search algorithms.
In [23], hybrid precoding scheme for multiuser massive
MIMO systems is considered. The paper employs the zero
forcing (ZF) hybrid precoding where it is designed to maximize the sum rate of all users. In [8], a beam alignment
technique using adaptive subspace sampling and hierarchical
beam codebooks is proposed for mmWave cellular networks.
A multi-beam selection precoding approach while exploiting
the sparse characteristics of mmWave channels is employed
in [24]. In [25], a beam domain reference signal design
for downlink channel with HB architecture is proposed to
maximize the gain in a certain direction around the main beam.
In [26], a HB design using convex optimization is proposed

for power minimization and maximization of the worst case
signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR) problems.
A HB design for 60 GHz application utilizing planar
antenna arrays is considered to analyze the SINR of all user
equipments (UEs) in [27]. The work of [28] considers a HB
architecture and focuses on solving the minimization of the
transmit power subject to the SINR constraints. Numerical
algorithm based on semi definite programming (SDP) relaxation is proposed for examining the optimization problem. In
[29], the sum rate maximization problem for the downlink
massive MIMO systems is studied using the MP solution
approach. In [30], a beam training (or beam steering) problem
for the 60 GHz mmWave communications is formulated as a
numerical optimization problem such that the received signal
is maximized. The paper aims at identifying the optimal beam
pair from a prescribed codebook with little overhead using
numerical search approach. Recently, the joint optimization of
the analog and digital beamforming matrices are considered in
[31] to maximize the achievable rate with different practical
constraints under the condition that each antenna can only
be connected to a unique RF chain. Moreover, low complexity hybrid precoding scheme with sub-array architecture has
been proposed to optimize the channel capacity in [32]. The
considered scheme leverages the idea of iterative successive
interference cancellation (SIC) which allows parallelization.
Motivation: The DB ”always” achieves optimal performance for any design criterion and channel. Therefore, any
HB design ”cannot” achieve better performance than that of
DB [11], [15], [17]. The aforementioned HB designs examine
their performance for specific design criterion(criteria) and/or
channel model(s). For instance, the designs of [17], [23],
[29] consider sum rate maximization problem and it is not
clear how the performance of these HB designs behave for
other design criteria. This limitation also arises in all the
aforementioned HB designs. This is mainly due to the fact
that these HB designs are problem dependent, and are not
able to quantify the performances of their designs in terms of
that of the DB for any design criteria even if PSs have sufficiently high (i.e., theoretically infinite) resolution1 . From these
explanations, we can understand that designing a HB ensuring
the same performance as that of DB ”for any design criteria
and channel” has not been addressed in the aforementioned
HB designs.
Objectives: In a multiuser setup, which is the focus of
this paper, the problem of designing a HB while achieving the
same performance as that of the DB can be addressed for the
uplink or downlink channels. Since there is a duality between
these channels, examining the above problem for either of
the channels will be sufficient which motivates the current
work to consider downlink channel [2]. For this channel, each
user can have either single antenna or multiple antennas. In
the current paper, we assume each user to be equipped with
single antenna. Moreover, in a typical macro BS, transceivers
are designed to operate in a considerable range of bandwidths.
The large bandwidth and multipath nature of wireless chan1 In the following, we will use the phrase ”infinite resolution PS” to reflect
that the resolution of the corresponding PS is sufficiently high such that the
effect of phase error due to quantization can be neglected.

nels in a cellular system motivates us to consider frequency
selective channels. In addition, we assume that perfect channel
state information is available at the BS. Under these setups
and assumptions, the current paper considers the following
problems:
P1 For arbitrary transceiver optimization criteria and channel matrix, first we consider the design of a HB architecture while ensuring the same performance as that
of the DB design. Specifically, we perform a study on
the number of required RF chains and PSs under an
intuitive design by assuming that PSs have infinite resolution (P1A ). Then, we examine realizing the analog
beamforming part of the HB designed in P1A using
practical constant phase PSs (CPPSs) and switches only
with negligible performance loss (P1B )?
P2 Since the considered system model is a multiuser wideband massive MIMO system, each of the users may use
only part of the available spectrum. This motivates us
to consider the user scheduling problem using the HB
architecture designed in P1B .
The existing works on hybrid beamforming design employ
different architectures. In general, three architectures are commonly adopted; partially connected architecture as in [31]–
[33], fully connected architecture as in [5], [17], [23], [29]
and an architecture utilizing digitally controlled paired PSs
as in [5], [6]. In the current paper, we have employed the
modified version of hybrid architecture suggested in [6] as it
is suitable to address the above two problems (the details of
this modification is provided in Section IV). We would like to
emphasize here that the current paper addresses P1 and P2
only ”sub-optimally”. Therefore, ensuring global optimality
for these problems is still an open research topic. On the
other hand, these problems are addressed for general channel
matrix and carrier frequencies. Hence, the results of the current
paper are valid both for microwave and mmWave massive
MIMO applications. The current paper has the following main
contributions:
1) We propose a HB design and determine the number
of RF chains and PSs for multiuser and multicarrier
massive MIMO systems such that the performances of
the proposed HB design and the DB design are the
same by assuming that PSs have infinite resolution. In
particular, we show that the performance of the DB
can be achieved with the proposed HB just by utilizing
Np = 2rt (N − rt + 1) infinite resolution PSs and rt RF
chains, where N is the number of antennas at the BS and
rt is the rank of the combined digital precoder matrices
of all sub-carriers (Bd ). Then, we provide a novel and
simple approach to realize the HB by employing rt
RF chains and Ncp  Np CPPSs per each RF chain.
Particularly, for finite analog precoding matrix precision
level of 10−p (detailed in Section IV-B), only 80p CPPSs
are required per each RF chain. As will be clear in
the simulation section, 10−0.25 − 10−0.5 accuracy is
sufficient for practically relevant design problems. Thus,
in practice only 20 − 40 CPPSs are required per each
RF chain.

2) From contribution (1), we can notice that the number of
RF chains is still rt (i.e., rank of Bd ) which depends
on many factors such as the number of UEs and their
channel matrices, and precoder design criteria (e.g., sum
rate, max min rate [2]). Due to this fact, the number of
RF chains deployed at the BS (Na ) could be less than the
rank of Bd . In such a case, the DB cannot be realized
with our HB. For these reasons, we examine P2 and
provide performance analysis by considering sum rate
maximization problem while ensuring rank(Bd ) ≤ Na .
Specifically, under the commonly used uniform linear
array (ULA) channel model and ZF precoding, we have
shown that the performance achieved by the HB and DB
designs are the same when the angle of departure (AOD)
of the channels of the scheduled users have some special
structure which will be clear in Lemma 2.
3) We perform extensive numerical simulations to validate
the theoretical results. We have also studied the effects
of different parameters such as number of RF chains,
BS antennas, PSs and total scheduled users on the
performance of our design. Computer simulations also
demonstrate that the proposed HB design achieves significantly better performance than those of the existing
ones both for flat fading and frequency selective channels. Furthermore, the proposed design is convenient for
practical realization of massive MIMO.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the HB system model. In Section III, a summary of Rayleigh
fading and ULA channel models, and the conventional DB
is provided. The proposed HB design is detailed in Section
IV. In Sections V and VI, the proposed user scheduling and
sub-carrier allocation algorithm, and its performance analysis
is presented. Simulation results are provided in Section VII.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VIII.
Notations: In this paper, upper/lower-case boldface letters
denote matrices/column vectors. X(i,j) , XT , XH and E(X)
denote the (i, j)th element, transpose, conjugate transpose and
expected value of X, respectively. diag(.), blkdiag(.), |.|, dxe,
1N , I and CN ×M (<N ×M ) denote diagonal, block diagonal,
two norm, nearest integer greater than or equal to x, an N
sized vector of ones, appropriate size identity matrix and
N × M complex (real) entries, respectively. The acronym s.t
and i.i.d denote ”subject to” and ”independent and identically
distributed”, respectively.

where di = [di1 , · · · , diK ]T and dik is the kth UE ith
sub-carrier symbol. Since we have employed OFDMA transmission, D is the symbol matrix in frequency domain. The
precoding and decoding operations of this frequency domain
input data is explained as follows.
Let us define h̃∗nk (0), · · · h̃∗nk (Lp − 1) as the multipath
channel coefficients between the nth BS antenna and kth UE,
and Lp is the number of multipath channel taps between the
BS and all UEs. For this model, the kth UE received signal
is given as [34]–[36]
H
H
H
H
rH
k =[h1k AB1 d1 , · · · , hNf k ABNf dNf ]F + ñk

(1)

where Bi ∈ C Na ×K is the digital precoder matrix of the
ith sub-carrier, A ∈ C N ×Na is the analog precoder matrix,
FH is the inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) matrix of size
1×Nf
Nf , ñH
is the noise vector at the kth UE and
k ∈ C
hik is the channel matrix of kth UE ith sub-carrier which
is given as hik = [Dh1k (i), Dh2k (i), · · · , DhN k (i)]T with
Nf −1
DH
diagonal matrix of size
hnk = diag(λnk ({i}i=0 )) as a 2πi
PLp −1 ∗
−j N s
f . At the kth UE, the
Nf and λnk (i) = s=0 h̃nk (s)e
time domain signal will be transformed to frequency domain
by employing FFT operation. It follows
H
r̃H
k =rk F
H
H
=[hH
1k AB1 d1 , · · · , hNf k ABNf dNf ] + ñk F.

(2)

The recovered signal of the kth UE’s ith sub-carrier can now
be expressed as
dˆik = hH
ik ABi di + nik , ∀i, k

(3)

where nik = ñH
k fi is the kth UE ith sub-carrier noise sample
which is assumed to be i.i.d zero mean circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian (ZMCSCG) random variable with unit
variance. The current paper assumes that A is realized with
unity modulus PSs only as in [17], [23], [29]. Note that since
the current paper assumes a single antenna UE, the UE’s
operation is the same as that of the conventional DB (i.e.,
HB is not required at the UE side).
III. C HANNEL M ODEL AND D IGITAL B EAMFORMING
For better exposition of the paper, this section summarizes
the geometrical channel model and conventional DB.
A. Channel Model

II. S YSTEM M ODEL
This section discusses the proposed HB for a downlink
multiuser and multicarrier massive MIMO system which is
shown in Fig. 1. As we can see from this figure, the BS
and each of the UEs are equipped with N and 1 antenna,
respectively. We employ block based multiuser orthogonal frequency domain multiple access (OFDMA) transmission where
each block has Nf sub-carriers. At each symbol period, the
BS broadcasts K symbols, where K is the number of served
UEs. Thus, in each OFDMA block, K × Nf symbols will be
transmitted. For convenience, let us represent the transmitted
symbols in each OFDMA block by D = [d1 , d2 , · · · dNf ],

To model the ith sub-carrier channel between the BS and
kth UE, we consider the most widely used geometric channel
model with Ls scatterers. Under this assumption, h̃k (q) =
[h̃1k (q), h̃2k (q), · · · , h̃N k (q)]T can be expressed as [8], [15],
[17], [20], [29]
s
Ls
N X
ckm (q)τ̃ k (θkm ) = τ k ck (q) (4)
h̃k (q) =
Ls ρk m=1
where ρk is the distance dependent pathloss between the BS
and kth UE, ckm is the complex channel coefficient of the
kth UE mth path with E{|ckm |2 } = 1, θkm ∈ [0, 2π] is
the AOD, τ̃ k (.) is the antenna array response vector of the
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kth UE, τ k = [τ̃ k (θk1 ), τ̃ k (θk2 ), · · · , τ̃ k (θkLs )] and ck (q) =
q
N
T
Ls ρk [ck1 (q), ck2 (q), · · · , ckLs (q)] .
For performance analysis (discussed in Section VI), this
paper adopts the most widely used Rayleigh fading and ULA
channel models. The model (4) turns out to be Rayleigh fading
channel when Ls is very large, and (4) turns out to be ULA
channel when τ̃ k (.) is modeled as [8]
2π ˜
2π
1
τ̃ k (θ) = √ [1, ej λ d sin (θ) , · · · , ej(N −1) λ d sin (θ) ]T (5)
N
√
where j = −1, λ is the transmission wave length and d˜ is
the antenna spacing.

B. Digital Beamforming
For better understanding of the proposed HB design, this
subsection provides a brief summary on the structure of the DB
matrix which is obtained by employing N RF chains. Assume
that we have employed DB approach to get the precoder
matrices of all sub-carriers for an arbitrary design criteria.
With the DB, the recovered data dˆik can be expressed as
d
dˆdik = hH
ik Bi di + nik , ∀i, k

(6)

where Bdi is the digital precoder matrix of sub-carrier i. By
taking the QR decomposition of the combined precoder matrix
Bd = [Bd1 , Bd2 , · · · , BdNf ], one can get Bd = Qd B̃d , where
Qd ∈ C N ×rt is a unitary matrix which satisfies (Qd )H Qd =
Irt , B̃d ∈ C rt ×(K×Nf ) is an upper triangular matrix and rt ≤
N is the rank of the matrix Bd . Hence, dˆik can be equivalently
expressed as
d d
dˆdik = hH
ik Q B̃i di + nik , ∀i, k

(7)

where B̃di is the sub-matrix of B̃d corresponding to sub-carrier
i. By again computing the QR decomposition of (Qd )H and
after doing some mathematical manipulations, one can get (see
(8) of [37] for the details)
d
dˆdik =hH
ik ÃB̃B̃i di + nik , ∀i, k

(8)

where Ã = [G, G̃]H , G = diag(g1 , g2 , · · · , grt ), G̃ ∈
C rt ×(N −rt ) and B̃ ∈ C rt ×rt , with each elements of G and G̃
has a maximum amplitude of 2. Note that for a massive MIMO
application, low complexity QR decomposition algorithms can
be applied [38].

IV. H YBRID B EAMFORMING D ESIGNS
In this section, we describe the design of analog and digital
precoder matrices of (3). As in the conventional DB, the entries
of A and Bi of this equation can be optimized by considering
different design objectives such as sum rate maximization,
SINR balancing etc. However, the rows of Bi depends on
the available number of RF chains Na which is fixed a priori
in the production stage of the BS. Furthermore, since A is
realized using electronic components (i.e., PSs), the number
of PSs NP S to realize A is again fixed during the production
stage of the BS.
This section determines Na and NP S such that the HB
design is able to maintain the same performance as that of
the DB (which uses N RF chains) for any design criteria.
Indeed, this can be met whenever Na and NP S are determined
while ensuring dˆik = dˆdik (i.e., the received signal with
HB is the same as that of the DB) without considering a
design criteria. In the following, we examine P1 by exploiting
this idea. Specifically, first we provide the proposed HB
design where the digital precoding part of Fig. 1 is realized
using microprocessors whereas, its analog precoding employs
infinite resolution PSs (P1A ). Then, we extend this result to
handle P1B .
A. Hybrid Beamforming Design for P1A
This section discusses the proposed HB design for P1A .
One can notice that (3) and (8) have the same mathematical
structure. Hence, one may think of directly setting A = Ã and
Bi = B̃B̃di to address P1A . However, since the amplitude of
each of the elements of Ã is not necessarily one, it is not clear
how one can realize this matrix using PSs only. Hence, such
direct plug-in will not help to design the HB architecture. For
this reason, the authors of [6] first come up with a novel and
clever method to represent ”any” vector x ∈ C N ×1 as x = Wz
(see Theorem 1 of [6]), where W ∈ C N ×2 and z ∈ C 2×1 with
|W(i,j) |2 = 1, ∀i, j which leads them to conclude that the
performance of any DB can be achieved with the HB if the
number of RF chains are at least two times that of the number
of data streams (i.e., two times the rank of Bd ) [5], [6]. Now
if we utilize this technique to our HB architecture, 2rt RF
chains and 2rt N digitally controlled PSs (DCPSs) are needed
to achieve the same performance as that of the DB design.
In the following, we propose new and simple method to
reduce the number of RF chains and DCPSs compared to [6].
To this end, we consider the following theorem.

Theorem 1: Given any real number x with −2 ≤ x ≤ 2, it
can be shown that

precoding corresponding to the ith RF chain of the HB can be
expressed as Si dicp , where Si ∈ {0, 1} is an N × Ncp sized
−1 x
−1 x
switching matrix and dicp is an Ncp sized vector whose entries
x =ej cos ( 2 ) + e−j cos ( 2 )
(9)
are the scalar values corresponding to a pair of CPPSs. In this
−1 x
−1 x
(10) design, it is assumed that each pair of CPPSs can be connected
jx =ej sin ( 2 ) + ej(π−sin ( 2 ))
√
to a maximum of L̃ antennas. Furthermore, each antenna will
where j = −1.
receive signals from a maximum of L̄ CPPSs corresponding
x
Proof: When −1 ≤ 2 ≤ 1, we will have
to each RF chain. These constraints are equivalent to ensuring
i
j cos−1 ( x
)
−j cos−1 ( x
)
−1 x
−1 x
2
2
e
+e
= cos(cos ( )) + j sin(cos ( )) that the maximum sum of each column (row) of S to be L̃(L̄)
2
2
as shown in Fig. 2.(b). With these constraints, one approach
x
x
of examining P1B is by first solving
+ cos(− cos−1 ( )) + j sin(− cos−1 ( )) = x.
2
2
rt
−1 x
X
Similar to this expression, one can prove that ej sin ( 2 ) +
min
|Si dicp − Ã(:,i) |2
(13)
j(π−sin−1 ( x
))
i ,di ,L̃,L̄
2
S
e
= jx.
cp
i=1
X
X
The (m, n)th element of Ã can also be rewritten as
s.t
Si(:,m) ≤ L̃,
Si(m,:) ≤ L̄, Si(m,n) ∈ {0, 1}
jφmn
ãmn e
, where 0 ≤ ãmn ≤ 2. By applying (9) of Theorem
1, we can express Ã(m,n) as
and then setting A
= Si di where Ã
is as defined in
(:,i)

Ã(m,n) =ãmn ejφmn
−1 ãmn
( 2

=ej(cos

(11)
)+φmn )

−1 ãmn
( 2

+ e−j(cos

)−φmn )

.

From this equation, we can notice that each element of Ã
can be equivalently expressed as a sum of two DCPSs. As the
maximum number of non-zero elements of Ã is rt (N −rt +1)
(i.e., from (8)), the solution obtained in DB can be achieved
by employing 2rt (N − rt + 1) DCPSs and rt RF chains. This
leads us to get the HB architecture of Fig. 2.(a) by setting
A = Ã, Bi = B̃B̃di .

(12)

From this result, the following ideas can be noted: The
mathematical manipulation on dˆdik ”alone” does not bring new
result. However, by utilizing dˆdik and Theorem 1, we are able
reduce the number of RF chains (by half) and DCPSs (slight
difference) compared to [6]. On the other hand, the result of
this theorem also helps us to come up with a practical scheme
to realize A with limited number of CPPSs which is discussed
in the next Section2 .
We would like to emphasize here that the DCPSs of this
section are assumed to have infinite resolution which may not
be realistic. Thus, the result of this section can be used as a
benchmark for ”future theoretical results” (or other practical
designs) in the HB research.
B. Realizing A with Limited Number of CPPSs (P1B )
The HB design approach of the above subsection has
limitations which arises on how to realize A using practical
PSs. This subsection provides a simple approach to realize A
just by using CPPSs and switches only (i.e., P12 ). In this
regard, it is considered that Ncp pairs of CPPSs are shared by
each RF chain and all BS antennas with the help of switches
as shown in Fig. 2.(b).
In fact, any switch can be represented by 0 (disconnected)
or 1 (connected). By denoting the switching matrix between
the CPPSs of the ith RF chain and antennas as Si , the analog
2 We have learned that recently [39] ensures the same performance as that
of the DB for single user case. The authors of [39] basically come up with
the same result as (9) which is proven in a different method. Thus, the work
of [39] can be used for the setup of the current paper. However, still it is not
clear how to apply the approach of [39] to examine P1B and P2.

cp

(:,i)

(12).
The above explanation suggests that each entry of dcp
i is
a scalar value corresponding to a pair of CPPSs. Furthermore,
L̃ and L̄ correspond to the number of available switches.
Since dicp , L̃ and L̄ are determined a priori in the production
stage of PSs and switches, they cannot be optimized for each
realizations of Ã(:,i) . The above problem can therefore be
solved by applying a two step approach; determination of dicp ,
L̃ and L̄ (for general Ã(:,i) ), and optimization of Si (for each
realization of Ã(:,i) ) while keeping dicp , L̃ and L̄ constant. To
this end, we consider two cases where the first (second) case
allows the switching matrices Si to be designed by enabling
asymmetric (symmetric) signal flow in between RF chains and
antennas.
1) Case 1: Asymmetric signal flow: For such a case, we
suggest to examine the above problem such that |A(:,i) −
Ã(:,i) |2 ≤ 22 N is ensured for arbitrary desired error tolerance
 > 0. One approach of maintaining this inequality is by
designing dicp , Si , L̃ and L̄ while ensuring |<{A(j,i) } −
<{Ã(j,i) }| ≤  and |={A(j,i) } − ={Ã(j,i) }| ≤ . To this
end, let us consider a simple example to illustrate our solution
approach when  = 10−2 .
The accuracy  = 10−2 means that a number in between
0 and 1 is represented by 2 decimal places only. For example,
0.1416 is represented as 0.14. Furthermore, with this accuracy
level, any number in between 0 and 1 can be represented as a
sum of two values taken from F = [0.1, 0.2, · · · , 1] and F̃ =
[0.00, 0.01, 0.02, · · · , 0.09] (for instance, 0.14 = 0.1 + 0.04).
This shows that for an accuracy of  = 10−p , only 10p
numbers are required to represent any scalar value in between
0 and 1. We employ this number representation in our HB
design. That is, for the accuracy level of  = 10−2 , using
the result of Theorem 1, the following CPPSs are required to
ensure |<{A(j,i) } − <{Ã(j,i) }| ≤  in each RF chain
As discussed above, each of the real (complex) entries of
Ã(:,i) are in the range of [−2, 2]. Thus, to realize each of
these entries with accuracy  = 10−2 , four CPPSs taken from
the above sets are required. For example, if the real part of the
nth element of Ã(:,i) is 1.64, it can be represented by using
−1
−1
−1
four PSs (i.e., ej cos (0.80) + e−j cos (0.80) + ej cos (0.02) +
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Detailed HB design with: (a) DCPSs (b): CPPSs and Switches (Asymmetric) (c): CPPSs and Switches (Symmetric).


Real =

Imag =

± cos−1 (−1.00), · · · , ± cos−1 (−0.10), ± cos−1 (0.10), · · · , ± cos−1 (1.00)
,
± cos−1 (−0.09), · · · , ± cos−1 (−0.01), ± cos−1 (0.01), · · · , ± cos−1 (0.09)

sin−1 (±0.10), · · · , sin−1 (±1.00), π − sin−1 (±0.10), · · · , π − sin−1 (±1.00)
sin−1 (±0.01), · · · , sin−1 (±0.09), π − sin−1 (±0.00), · · · , π − sin−1 (±0.09).

−1

(14)

e−j cos (0.02) . Using this result, it can be shown that to
achieve 10−p accuracy, ”approximately” d40pe shared pairs
of CPPSs are required per each RF chain. As A(j,i) can be
realized by at most 4p pairs of PSs where each of these pairs
are uniquely obtained from at most 10 CPPSs, the complexity
of searching these 4p pairs of CPPSs is negligible. Also, the
phases of these CPPSs are not necessarily spaced uniformly
(for example, cos−1 (0.10), cos−1 (0.20) and cos−1 (0.30) are
84.2◦ , 78.4◦ , 72.5◦ and 66.4◦ , respectively). Thus, with this
design, we have Ncp = 40p, L̃ = N , L̄ = 4p, dicp =
dkcp = dcp , ∀i, k are taken from pairs of CPPSs as in (14)
and computing Si is straightforward.
In this design, each pair of CPPSs can be connected to
a maximum of N antennas. In such a case, there could be
a scenario where a pair of CPPSs can be connected to one
antenna only whereas,
P the other pairs are connected to all the
N antennas (i.e., Si(m,:) ≤ L̃ = N ). Such a phenomena may
lead to asymmetric signal flow in the architecture as shown
in Fig. 2.(b) which may not be desirable in practice3 . This
motivates us to consider Case 2 in the following.
2) Case 2: Symmetric signal flow: For this case, the
determination of dicp , L̃ and L̄, and optimization of Si while
ensuring a prescribed error tolerance  is not trivial. In the
following, we provide simple method to address the problem
considered in this case. To this end, we utilize dcp and L̄
as in Case 1 (i.e., Ncp = 40p, L̄ = 4p) but modify L̃ as
N
. With these settings, we round-off each of the significant
L̄
digits of the real (imaginary) components of A(:,i) such that
the rounded-off vector will lie to its corresponding significant

digits4 . By doing so, we have observed negligible performance
loss compared to Case 1 (see Section VII-D for the details).
We would like to recall here that the design approach
of this subsection is ”only a particular HB architecture” and
hence it may not be the global optimal design. By utilizing
the proposed design, however, we achieve the following advantages compared to those of the existing ones:
1) The existing HB approaches (for example [17], [18],
[23], [29]) utilize quantized DCPSs whereas, the proposed approach employs CPPSs. This puts our design
to be advantageous over those of the existing ones as
the price and energy consumption of DCPSs are much
higher than those of CPPSs especially when the DCPSs
have high resolution [40].
2) We are able to provide an insight on the relation between
the number of CPPSs and the accuracy of analog beamforming matrix which is valid for any design criteria and
channel when asymmetric signal flow is allowed. This
helps us to design the analog beamforming matrix while
maintaining symmetric signal flow which is practically
useful.
Wireless communications channels have a non zero coherence time Tc where the channel is assumed to be almost
constant. Thus, both the digital and analog beamforming
matrices may need to be updated every Tc seconds (for
example, Tc ≈ 0.5 millisecond in long term evolution (LTE)
network [4], [41]). Hence, for microwave frequency bands,
the proposed HB can utilize electronic switches which needs
to be updated once every Tc [42]. Furthermore, mmWave
switches are capable of switching at a fraction of nanosecond

3 In scenario where asymmetric signal flow does not have an impact, the
approach discussed up to now can be utilized.

4 Here p is selected such that L̃ ≥ 2 is satisfied (i.e., at least one switch
for each of the real and imaginary term of A(j,i) ).

speeds where smart switches have also been used for 60 GHz
application at the receiver side in [43]. On the other hand,
according to the detailed study of [40], the price and energy
consumptions of switches are insignificant compared to those
of PSs [40], [44]. In some cases, reasonable performance
can be obtained just by designing the beamforming matrices
based on the long term channel statistics as in [45] where
the beamforming matrices are kept constant for the duration
much larger than Tc . For these reasons, we believe that the
introduction of switches will incur negligible delay, cost and
energy consumption in the proposed HB design [40], [44].
Note that we have provided three different hybrid architecture implementation aspects where each of them requires
different sets of PSs and/or switches. As will be demonstrated
in the simulation section, the performances of all these architectures are very close to each other. As mentioned above,
the price of digitally controlled PSs is much higher than that
of PSs having fixed phases. On the other hand, the digitally
controlled switches can be realized as described in [43] and
this design can be customized to have either fully connected
(partially) connected HB architecture as suggested in [33]. Due
to these reasons, we believe that the architecture proposed
in Fig. 2.(c) is cost effective, simple to implement and can
achieve the desired performance. Having said this, however,
detailed comparison of this design compared to those of Fig.
2.(a), Fig. 2.(b), and the existing hybrid architectures in terms
of implementation cost, energy consumption and performance
requires significant effort and time, and it is left for future
research.
The HB design approach discussed in this section employs
rt = rank(Bd ) RF chains. However, for an arbitrary channel
matrix of all sub-carriers and K, the number of deployed RF
chains (Na in Fig. 1) may be less than that of the rank of
Bd . In such a case, the DB cannot be implemented using the
proposed HB architecture. The following section provides the
proposed user scheduling and sub-carrier allocation algorithm
while ensuring rank(Bd ) ≤ Na .
V. P ROPOSED U SER S CHEDULING AND S UB - CARRIER
A LLOCATION (P2)
This section provides the proposed user scheduling. One
can understand from the above section that the solution of
the scheduler can be realized using the proposed HB design
(i.e., with the desired accuracy) if the HB architecture has
Na RF chains and rank(Bd ) ≤ Na . Hence, one can examine
the scheduling problem to optimize Bd while introducing
this constraint. In practice a scheduler is usually designed to
optimize some performance criteria. To this end, we examine
maximization of the sum rate of all sub-carriers with a per
sub-carrier power constraint as
max

Nf K i
X
X

Bd
i

s.t

log(1 + γik ),

i=1 k=1
tr{(Bdi )H Bdi }

≤ Pi , rank(Bd ) ≤ Na

(15)

where Ki (Pi ) is the number of UEs served (available power)
in sub-carrier i and γik is SINR of the kth UE in sub-carrier i
|hH bd |2
(i.e., γik = P |hikH bikd |2 +σ2 with Bdi = [bdi1 , bdi2 , · · · , bdiK ]).
j6=k

ik

ij

In [46], it is shown that the ZF precoding approach
together with user scheduling achieves the capacity region of a
multiuser system when the total number of scheduled users Kt
are very large. Furthermore, in a massive MIMO setup with
sufficient number of scatterers, a simple precoding approach
such as ZF precoding technique can achieve the optimal sum
rate [4]. Due to these reasons, we utilize ZF precoding to
design Bdi of problem (15).
When Na = N (i.e., DB scenario), the rank constraint
of (15) is satisfied implicitly and the above problem can be
examined independently for each sub-carrier as
max
Bd
i

Ki
X

log(1 + γik ) , f (Bdi ),

k=1

s.t tr{(Bdi )H Bdi } ≤ Pi , ∀i.

(16)

However, when Na < N , the solution of (16) may not necessarily satisfy the rank constraint of (15). In the following, we
discuss the proposed user scheduling and sub-carrier allocation
algorithm to solve (15) which is summarized in Algorithm I.
As we can see, our algorithm employs two phases which
are explained as follows. In the first phase, we examine (15)
by dropping its rank constraint. This rank relaxed problem
(i.e., (16)) is solved iteratively by increasing its sum rate and
number of served users simultaneously for each sub-carrier.
Then, we compute rank(Bd ) and, if rank(Bd ) ≤ Na , as
the constraint of (15) is satisfied, we consider this Bd as our
hybrid precoder. However, if rank(Bd ) > Na , the constraint
of (15) is violated and we will execute the second phase. In this
phase, first, we compute Qd from the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the precoders of the first S̃ sub-carriers having
the maximum sum rate, where S̃ is the minimum number of
sub-carriers ensuring rank([Bd1 , Bd2 , · · · , BdS̃ ]) ≥ Na . Then,
for fixed Qd , we re-express (7) as
d
dˆdik = h̃H
ik B̄i di + nik , ∀i, k

(17)

H d
where h̃H
ik = hik Q . Finally, we perform Phase I for the
system (17) and set Bdi as Bdi = Qd B̄di .
From this explanation, we can understand that a given user
may or may not be scheduled to use all of the available subcarriers. We would like to mention here that Algorithm I can
also be extended straightforwardly for other design criteria and
precoding method.
Convergence of Algorithm I: As can be seen from
Algorithm I, the proposed scheduling algorithm employs a
two step approach where the number of scheduled UEs is
increased sequentially. From step 5 of this algorithm, one
can notice that these UEs are selected sequentially while
ensuring a non-decreasing total sum rate. Furthermore, as the
BS has finite available power, the sum rate achieved by the
proposed algorithm is finite. For these reasons, the proposed
algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a finite total sum rate.
However, Algorithm I may not necessarily converge to the
global optimal solution, and we believe that the development
of global optimal user scheduling and sub-carrier allocation
algorithm under the proposed hybrid beamforming design is
not trivial, and it is still an open research problem.

Algorithm I: User scheduling and sub-carrier allocation algorithm.
Input: Users to schedule {1, 2, · · · , Kt }, Nf , Ki and
8) Stack the precoders Bd = [Bd1 , Bd2 , · · · , BdNf ]
Na .
and
Phase I:
if rank(Bd ) ≤ Na then
for i = 1 : Nf do
• Employ this Bd as the HB precoder.
for n = 1 : Ki do
else
leftmargin=0cm
• Go to Phase II
1)
Set Kim = Ki ∪ {m}, ∀m ∈ Kti , where
end if
∪ denotes union.
2)
Compute fim (Bdim ), where fim (Bdim ) is Phase II:
the objective function of (16) with Kim
1) Sort f (Bdi ), ∀i in decreasing order f (Bd1 ) ≥
users.
f (Bd2 ) ≥, · · · , ≥ f (BdNf ).
3)
Compute m̃i = arg max{fim (Bdim ), ∀m}
2) Compute T = [Bd1 , · · · , BdS̃ ], where S̃ is min4)
Set Bdi = Bdim̃i and f (Bdi )new =
imum number of sub-carriers with rank(T) ≥
fim̃i (Bdim̃i )
Na .
d new
d old
5)
if f (Bi )
≥ f (Bi ) then
3) Compute SVD(T) = UΛVH with decreasing
• Update Ki = Ki ∪ {m̃i }, Kti =
order of the diagonal elements of Λ.
Kti \{m̃i } and f (Bdi )old = f (Bdi )new .
4) Set Qd of (7) as the first Na columns of U.
6)
else
5) For fixed Qd , perform Phase I for the system
• Break
(17) and set Bdi as Bdi = Qd B̄di .
7)
end if
Output: The precoders of all sub-carriers
Bd1 , Bd2 , · · · , BdNf and corresponding scheduled
end for
users.
end for

VI. P ERFORMANCE A NALYSIS
In this section we provide performance analysis of the
proposed user scheduling and sub-carrier allocation algorithm.
Massive MIMO system can be realized both at the microwave
and mmWave frequency bands. Recently several field measurements have been conducted to examine the characteristics of massive MIMO channels. For the practically relevant
number of antenna elements, it has been demonstrated that
the channel covariance matrices of each UE experiences high
rank in a typical outdoor environment in a microwave massive
MIMO system [47]. These results also suggest that despite
the statistical difference between the measured channels and
the i.i.d. channels, most of the theoretical conclusions made
under the independence assumption (i.e. i.i.d Rayleigh fading
channel) are still valid for the real massive MIMO channels in
the microwave frequency bands [47], [48]. On the other hand,
the ULA antenna array patterns are commonly employed for
wireless applications where mmWave (microwave) frequency
bands typically have very low (high) number of scatterers
[17], [45], [49], [50]. These reasons motivate us examine the
performance of the proposed user scheduling and sub-carrier
allocation algorithm for the Rayleigh fading and ULA channel
models. By combining the ZF precoding and Algorithm I,
problem (15) can be solved and realized by the following three
possible approaches.
1) Antenna Selection Beamforming Approach:
When the beamforming matrix Bdi has effective size
Na × Ki matrix (i.e., when the remaining entries of
Bdi are set to 0 a priory), the rank constraint of (15) is
satisfied implicitly. Thus, for such a setting, this problem
can be solved independently for each sub-carrier just by
employing the ZF precoding and Phase I of Algorithm
I. As this approach implicitly selects Na antennas from

N available antennas, we refer to this approach as an
antenna selection beamforming (ASB). We would like
to mention here that such an approach is widely known
in the existing literature [51]. Hence, the ASB approach
can be treated as an existing approach.
2) Proposed Hybrid Beamforming Approach:
In this approach, we utilize the proposed HB architecture
of Fig. 1. Here we apply the ZF precoding to design the
precoders Bdi and Algorithm I to schedule the served
users and sub-carriers. We refer to this as the proposed
HB approach.
3) Digital Beamforming Approach:
The upper bound solution of problem (15) is achieved
when we have N number of RF chains which corresponds to the conventional DB approach.
In the following, we analyze the performances of these
three approaches for the Rayleigh fading and ULA channel
models.
A. Rayleigh Fading Channel
In this subsection, we examine the above approaches by
assuming that the channel coefficients h̃H
k , ∀k of (4) are i.i.d
Rayleigh fading.
Lemma 1: Under ZF beamforming, Rayleigh fading channel h̃H
k and large Kt , we can have
RiHB ≥ RiASB when KHB
= KASB
i
i

where KASB
(RiASB ) and KHB
(RiHB ) are the served set of
i
i
users (achieved sum rate) in sub-carrier i using the existing
ASB and proposed HB approaches, respectively.
Proof: See Appendix A.
From Lemma 1, we understand that the proposed HB
achieves the same sum rate as that of the DB one when

. However, in general, the set of served users
= KDB
KHB
i
i
(obtained by Algorithm I) of the HB and DB approaches may
not be necessarily the same for all channel realizations. This
motivates us to examine the performances of the aforementioned three approaches for the case where KASB
6= KHB
6=
i
i
DB
Ki for some i. For such a case, we are not able to quantify
the relation between RiASB , RiHB and RiDB for each channel
realization. Thus, here we compare the performances of these
three approaches by examining their achieved average rates
under ZF beamforming with equal power allocation strategy
as follows.
Theorem 2: Under ZF beamforming with equal power
allocation, Pi = P, Ki = K and a unit variance i.i.d Rayleigh
fading channel h̃H
k , we can have the following average rates.


P
ASB
Na −K+1
E{R
} ≤ KNf log2 1 + E{χmax
(Kg )}
K


P
N −K+1
E{RDB } ≤ KNf log2 1 + E{χmax
(Kg )}
(18)
K


P
−K+1
(K
)}
+
E{RHB } ≤ K S̃ log2 1 + E{χN
s
max
K


P
Na −K+1
K(Nf − S̃) log2 1 + E{χmax
(Kg )}
K

keeping the noise power at 1mW. We have used the Rayleigh
and ULA fading channel models as defined in Section III-A.
All of the plots are generated by averaging over 1000 channel
realizations and ASR denotes average sum rate. In Sections
VII-A - VII-C, the analog beamforming part of the proposed
HB design approach is designed by considering asymmetric
signal flow with  = 10−1 .
A. Rayleigh Fading Channel

This section presents simulation results. We have used
Nf = 64, Lp = 8 (i.e., 8 tap channel), ρk = 1, ∀k and
Kmax = 8. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) which is defined
Nf P
as SN R = Kmax
σ 2 is controlled by varying Pi = P while

In this subsection, we provide simulation results for the
scenario where the channel (4) is taken from i.i.d Rayleigh
fading channel model.
1) Verification of Theoretical Rates: In this simulation, we
examine the tightness of the upper bound rates given in (18)
under equal power allocation policy. To this end, we take N =
64, Na = 16, Ki = Kmax and Kt = 8. Fig. 3 shows the rates
achieved by simulation and theory. As can be seen from this
figure, the bound derived in (18) is very tight. Furthermore,
as expected the rate achieved by the proposed HB approach is
higher than that of the existing ASB approach, and superior
performance is achieved by the DB approach.
2) Effect of Power Allocation and Number of Users (Ki ):
As can be observed from Section VI, the theoretical average
sum rate expressions of (18) is derived by assuming that Ki
is fixed a priori and Fig. 3 is plotted for fixed Ki = Kmax .
However, when we employ Algorithm I, the number of served
users per sub-carrier is updated adaptively. Hence the number
of served users per sub-carrier may vary from one channel realization to another. Furthermore, from fundamentals
of MIMO communications, ZF precoding with water filling
power allocation achieves better performance than that of the
equal power allocation. This simulation demonstrates the joint
benefits of the ZF precoding with water filling power allocation
and Algorithm I (i.e., choosing Ki adaptively). To this end,
we set Ki ≤ Kmax , Kt = 16 and N = 64. Fig. 4 shows
the performances of the existing ASB, proposed HB and DB
approaches for these parameter settings. As we can see from
this figure, for all approaches, performing power allocation
with adaptive Ki is advantageous which is expected6 . In the
subsequent simulations, we employ ZF precoding with water
filling power allocation and Algorithm I (i.e., the number of
served users of sub-carrier i Ki ≤ Kmax is chosen adaptively).
3) Comparison of Proposed HB and Existing ASB Approaches: In this simulation, we examine and compare the performances of the proposed HB and existing ASB approaches
for different parameter settings. Fig. 5 shows the average
sum rate achieved by these approaches for different SNR
and Kt . From this figure, we can observe that increasing
Kt increases the average sum rate of both approaches (for
all SNR values) slightly up to some Kt . This is expected
because limKt ≥Kto E{χL
max (Kt )} ≈ c, ∃Kto for fixed L.
Next we evaluate the effect of the number of RF chains on the
performances of these approaches when Kt = 32 as shown in
Fig. 6. From this figure, one can observe that increasing Na
increases the average sum rate. Finally, we examine the effect
of the number of transmitter antennas when Kt = 32 as shown

5 Note that a closed form expression for E{χM (L)} has been provided
max
in [37] when M is set to 2.

6 Note that the complexity of water filling power allocation is almost the
same as that of the equal power allocation.

K N

t f
t
where S̃ ≥ 1, Kg = d K
K e, Ks = d KNa e and the notation
E{χM
max (L)} denotes the expected value of the maximum of
L independent Chi-square distributed random variables each
with M degrees of freedom. For the simulation, we employ
simple trapezoid numerical integration approach of Matlab
to compute E{χM
max (L)}. As will be demonstrated in the
simulation section, the bound derived in this theorem is tight5 .
Proof: See Appendix B.

B. Uniform Linear Array (ULA) Channel
From the proof of Theorem 2, we can observe that the
proposed HB approach achieves lower average sum rates than
that of the DB approach. This performance loss occurs due to
the rank constraint of Bd of (15). For the ZF precoding of this
paper, Bd has the same rank as that of the combined channels
of all users. Thus, the proposed HB approach achieves the
same performance as that of the DB one if the combined
channel of all of the Kt users has approximately a maximum
rank of Na . In this regard, we consider the following lemma.
Lemma 2: When d˜ = λ2 and the AOD of the Kt users
1
1
satisfy sin (θkm ) ∈ n sin (θ)[− 2N
, 2N
], n = 1, 2, · · · , Na ,
where θ is an arbitrary angle, we can achieve
KHB
= KDB
and RiHB = RiDB , ∀i.
i
i
Proof: See Appendix C.
VII. S IMULATION R ESULTS
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in Fig, 7. From this figure, we also observe that increasing N
increases the average sum rate of the proposed HB approach
which is in line with the theoretical result. However, the
average sum rate of the existing ASB approach does not
increase with N . This is due to the fact that the existing ASB
approach employs only the first Na antennas. From Figs. 3
- 7, one can notice that the proposed HB approach achieves
better performance than that of the existing ASB approach.
B. Uniform Linear Array Channel
This subsection provides simulation results for the ULA
channel model. To this end, we set Ls = 8, Ki ≤ Kmax , Kt =
32 and N = 64. Under such settings, we plot the sum rates
obtained by existing ASB, proposed HB, and DB approaches
for the following two cases.
Case I: In this case, we examine the average rates when
θkm , ∀m, k are taken randomly from a uniform distribution
U[0, 2π] as shown in Fig. 8. As we can see from this
figure, the proposed HB approach achieves significantly better
performance than that of the existing ASB approach and
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Fig. 6. The ASR of existing ASB and proposed HB approaches for different
Na .

superior performance is achieved by the DB approach which
is expected.
Case II: For this case, we examine the sum rates of
the aforementioned three approaches when θkm , ∀m, k are
selected as in the conditions stated by Lemma 2 (Fig. 9). As we
can see from this figure, the proposed HB approach achieves
the same performance as that of DB and inferior performance
is achieved by the existing ASB approach which is in line with
Lemma 2.
The effects of N and Na on the performances of the
existing ASB and proposed HB for ULA channels can be
studied like in the above subsection. The details are omitted
for conciseness.
C. Effect of the Number of Phase Shifters
Up to now, we employ the number of PSs as derived in
Section IV-A. However, as motivated previously, it is practically interesting to realize the proposed HB architecture with
limited number of CPPSs as in Section IV-B. This simulation
examines the sum rate of the proposed HB for N = 128 for
different number of CPPSs per each RF chain (i.e., different
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Fig. 9. The ASR of ASB, proposed HB, and DB for ULA channels with
AODs are as in Lemma 2 with θ = π2 .
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Fig. 10. The ASR of the proposed HB with different number of CPPSs per
RF chain (Asymmetric signal flow).

levels of ) as shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen from this
figure, the average sum rate saturates after a certain number
of CPPSs which is around 40 for our setup. This demonstrates
that the proposed HB can be realized with quite small number
of CPPSs (i.e., from 20 to 40 CPPSs per RF chain) and hence
it is suitable for practical implementation. When the number
of CPPSs are zero, the proposed HB yields the same average
sum rate as that of the existing ASB which is expected.
D. Comparison of the Proposed and Existing Approaches for
Flat fading Channel
As detailed in the introduction section, a number of HB
approaches are proposed where most of them employ MP
algorithms. This motivates us to compare the performances of
the proposed approach with those of [17] and [29]. The work
of [17] proposes a HB for single user massive MIMO system
with flat fading channel. The algorithm of this paper can be
extended easily for multiuser setup when each receiver has
single antenna by utilizing appropriate DB. Also in [29], a HB
algorithm is proposed for flat fading multiuser massive MIMO
setup. This simulation compares the algorithms of these pa-

pers, the existing ASB and the proposed HB algorithms. To
this end, we take N = 64, ρk = 1, K = 16 (i.e., the number of
served users) and employ ZF precoder for all algorithms (i.e.,
the proposed algorithm, and those of [17] and [29]). Fig. 11
shows the performances of these algorithms for ULA channel
with different number of scatterers Ls and RF chains Na . As
can be seen from this figure, the performances of [29] and
[17] are better than that of the ASB algorithm. However, the
sum rates achieved by the algorithms of [29] and [17] are
significantly lower than that of the DB especially when Ls is
large. For the asymmetric (Asy) signal flow case, the proposed
HB achieves the same performance as that of the DB for both
Na = 16 and 24 when NP S ≥ 32 (i.e., less than NP S of
[29] and [17]). This figure also confirms that deploying only
NP S = 16 CPPSs per RF chain is still sufficient both for Asy
and symmetric (Sym) signals flows. Hence, the proposed HB
design is also cost efficient. Note that the algorithms presented
in Fig. 11 have almost the same computational complexity.
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demonstrate that the proposed HB achieves significantly better
performance than those of the existing HBs in both flat fading
and frequency selective channels. Moreover, our HB design is
simple and convenient for practical implementation of massive
MIMO systems.
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A PPENDIX A: P ROOF OF Lemma 1
For convenience, we provide the proof of Lemma 1 by
omitting the superscript (.)d in Bdi
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When the beamforming matrix of each sub-carrier Bi has
Na rows, the rank constraint of (15) is satisfied implicitly.
Under this setting, the user scheduling can be performed per
sub-carrier independently. The remaining task is to examine
this problem for each sub-carrier.

12

(b)
Fig. 11. Comparison of the proposed and existing algorithms for flat fading
ULA channel at SN R = 10dB: (a) when Na = 16, (b) when Na = 24. In
this figure, NP S denotes the number of PSs per RF chain, SN R = σP2 and
σ 2 = 1mW.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper considers hybrid beamforming for downlink
multiuser massive MIMO systems in frequency selective channels. We examine the scenario where the transmitter equipped
with N antennas is serving K decentralized single antenna
users. For this scenario, first we quantify the required number
of RF chains and PSs such that the proposed HB achieves
the same performance as that of the DB which utilizes N RF
chains. We show that the performance obtained by the DB can
be achieved with our HB just by utilizing rt RF chains and
2rt (N −rt +1) PSs, where rt ≤ N is the rank of the combined
digital precoder matrices of all sub-carriers. Second, we provide simple and novel approach to reduce the number of PSs
with negligible performance degradation. From simulation, we
have found that only 20−40 PSs per RF chain are sufficient for
most practical parameter settings. Finally, for the case where
the deployed number of RF chains Na < rt , we propose a
simple user scheduling and sub-carrier allocation algorithm
to choose the best set of served users in a sub-carrier. The
performance of the proposed scheduling algorithm is examined
analytically. Extensive numerical simulations are performed to
validate theoretical results, and study the effects of different
parameters such as Na , N and PSs. Computer simulations also

ASB
log(1 + pASB
), s.t HH
)BASB
= I,
ik
i (Ki
i

pASB
[(BASB
)H BASB
]k,k ≤ Pi
ik
i
i

(19)

where Hi (KASB
) ∈ C Na ×Ki is the truncated channel matrix
i
of the users of sub-carrier i scheduled by the existing ASB.
As the total number of users Kt is very large, at optimality
rank(Hi (KASB
)) = Na is satisfied almost surely. Thus,
i
without loss of generality, we assume that Hi (KASB
) is a
i
full rank channel matrix. Under the ZF beamforming design,
we have
BASB
= Hi (KASB
)[Hi (KASB
)H Hi (KASB
)]−1 .
i
i
i
i

(20)

By employing BASB
and performing some mathematical
i
manipulations, the power allocation part of (19) can be reexpressed as
RiASB =
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,∀i,k
ik

s.t
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where bASB
is the kth column of BASB
and
i
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1
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From ZF precoding and rank(BASB
) = Ki , the kth
i
ASB
column of BASB
(b
)
satisfies
i
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ASB
ASB
) is the orthogonal projector of Bik
and
where Γ⊥
ik (Ki
the third equality holds due to the fact that any orthogonal
projector is idempotent [52].

Proposed HB approach
In the proposed approach, the combined precoder matrix
BHB obtained by Algorithm I will have a rank of Na . By
applying similar technique as above, the rate achieved by the
proposed approach can be obtained by solving the following
optimization problem
Ki
X

RiHB = max

pHB
ik ,∀i,k

s.t
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X
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HB
HB
Γ⊥
) is the orthogonal projector of Bik
=
ik (Ki
HB
span{him (Ki ) : m = 1, 2, · · · , Ki , m 6= k} and bHB
is
ik
the kth column of BHB
.
i
In both the proposed HB and existing ASB approaches, the
number of served users of sub-carrier i is Ki . Furthermore,
HB ⊥
ASB ⊥
when KHB
= KASB
, ∀i, (Bik
) is a superset of (Bik
)
i
i
HB ⊥
ASB ⊥
(i.e., (Bik ) ⊃ (Bik ) , ∀i). This is due to the fact that
HB ⊥
) (N × 1) is larger than that of
the dimension of him (Bik
ASB ⊥
him (Bik ) which is Na × 1. For these reasons, we will
have
HB
ASB
gik
≥ gik
⇒ RiHB ≥ RiASB ,

when KHB
= KASB
.
i
i

A PPENDIX B: P ROOF OF Theorem 2
When KASB
6= KHB
i
i
ASB
between Ri
, RiHB and

6 KDB
=
for some i, the relation
i
RiDi cannot be quantified for each
channel realization. Thus, we compare these three approaches
by examining their average sum rates by assuming ZF precoding and equal power allocation strategy. For better exposition
of the proof of Theorem 2, let us consider the following
Lemma.
Lemma C.1: Let A = ZH Z be a non singular hermitian
matrix of size K × K and B = A−1 , where Z ∈ C Na ×K and
K ≤ Na . We partition A and B as




b11 b12
a11 aH
21
A=
,
B=
(27)
b21 B22
a21 A22
where a11 (b11 ) is a scalar value, and the rest of the terms are
appropriate dimension vectors or matrices. If a11 6= 0 and A22
is non singular, we can express b11 as
1
−1
= a11 − aH
21 A22 a21 .
b11

(28)

And, if each element of Z is taken from i.i.d ZMCSCG random
variable with variance 1, then
1
∼ χ2Na −K+1
b11

(29)

Proof: The first equality (28) can be proved by applying
the well known Schur Complement theorem. The detailed
derivation can also be found from Theorem A5.2 of [53].
−1
To prove (29) we note that both a11 and aH
21 A22 a21 are
H
strictly non negative real values. And when a11 −a21 A−1
22 a21 is
a non negative real valued term, by applying Theorem 3.2.10 of
[53], the probability density function of b111 can be expressed
as W1 (Na − K + 1, 1), where W(.) (., .) denotes a real valued
Wishart distribution. It follows
1
∼ W1 (Na − K + 1, 1) ∼ χ2Na −K+1
(30)
b11
where the second distribution is due to the fact that W1 (Na −
K + 1, 1) has the same distribution as that of Chi-square
(χ2 ) distribution with Na − K + 1 degrees of freedom (see
Corollary 3.2.2 of [53]). As expected when Na = K, b111 is
a χ2 distribution with 1 degree of feedom.
In the following we prove (18). By setting Z of Lemma
3 as Z = Hi (KASB
), we get [(Hi (KASB )H H1i (KASB ))−1 ]1,1 ∼
i
i
i
2
χNa −K+1 . Hence
xASB
,
i

1
∼ χ2Na −K+1 .
H H (KASB ))−1 ]
[(Hi (KASB
)
i
k,k
i
i

Since log(1 + x) is a concave function, by employing Jensen’s
inequality, we will have


P
ASB
ASB
}
(31)
E{Rik } ≤ log2 1 + E{xi
K
The current paper employs scheduling of Kt ≥ Ki users
t
and when we have Kt users, there are Kg = d K
K e independent
groups. And the proposed approach selects a group having
maximum sum rate which is directly related to xASB
. Thus,
i
a group will achieve the best maximum sum rate if its xASB
i
ASB
is the highest of all of these Kg groups. Therefore, E{Rik
}
is bounded as
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E{Rik } ≤ log2 1 + E{ximax (Kg )}
(32)
K
ASB
where xASB
(1), xASB
(1), · · · , xASB
(Kg )}
imax (Kg ) = max{xi
i
i
is the maximum of Kg independent Chi-square distributed
random variable with Na − K + 1 degrees of freedom.
In the following, we valuate E{xASB
imax (Kg )}. By applying order statistics, the probability density function (pdf) of
zmax , xASB
imax (Kg ) can be expressed as [54]

fzmax (x) = Kg (F (x))Kg −1 f (x)

(33)

where
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with Γ(.) is the Gamma function and γ(.) as the lower
incomplete Gamma function. It follows
Z ∞
E{xASB
(K
)}
=
K
(F (x))Kg −1 f (x)dx.
(35)
g
g
imax
0
ASB
E{ximax (Kg )}

= Na − K + 1. However, for
When Kg = 1,
general Kg , getting closed form solution for this integral is non
trivial. Due to this reason, we utilize numerical approach to
evaluate this integral (for example simple trapezoid numerical
integration approach of Matlab).
Like in (32), one can also get the following upper bound
rate for the DB approach


P
DB
DB
(36)
E{Rik } ≤ log2 1 + E{ximax (Kg )}
K
where E{xDB
imax (Kg )} is the expected value of the maximum
of Kg independent χ2N −K−1 random variables. And for the
proposed HB approach, we will have the following rates.
P
HB
1
E{Rik
} ≤ log2 (1 + E{xHB
imax (Ks )}) i ≤ S̃,
K
P
HB
2
E{Rik
} ≤ log2 (1 + E{xHB
(37)
imax (Kg )}) i > S̃
K
N K

HB 2
1
where Ks = d Nfa Kt e and E{xHB
imax (Ks ) (E{ximax (Kg )) is
the expected value of the maximum of Ks (Kg ) independent
χ2N −K+1 (χ2Na −K+1 ) random variables. By substituting (32),
(36) and (37) into the average sum rate expressions of all subcarriers, we get (18).

A PPENDIX C: P ROOF OF Lemma 3
In the following, we provide channel matrices that satisfy
rank(H = [H1 , H2 , · · · , HNf ]) / Na for the ULA multipath
channel models. By employing the multipath and ULA channel models (4) and (5), and after doing some mathematical
manipulations, hik can be expressed as
hik =τ k Ck f̃i

(38)

= [ck (0), ck (1), · · · , ck (Lp − 1)], f̃i =
√
j 2πi
j 2πi 2
j 2πi (Lp −1) T
[1, e Nf , e Nf , · · · , e Nf
] , j = −1 and τ k is as
defined in (4). Using (38), one can rewrite H = τ CF̃, where
τ = [τ 1 , τ 2 , · · · , τ Kt ], C = blkdiag(C1 , C2 , · · · , CKt ) and
F̃ = [F̃1 , F̃2 , · · · , F̃Nf ] with F̃i = IKt ⊗ f̃i . For any C and F̃,
since rank(H) ≤ rank(τ ), one can maintain rank(H) ≤ Na
just by ensuring rank(τ ) / Na .
As can be seen from (4), for the given θkm , m =
1, · · · , Ls , τ̃ k (θkm ) is a Fourier vector with resolution N1 .
Hence, when Lp ≤ Na , Ls ≤ Na , d˜ = λ2 and the AOD of
1
1
the Kt users satisfy sin (θkm ) ∈ n sin (θ)[− 2N
, 2N
], n =
1, 2, · · · , Na , each column of τ will be a Fourier vector with
1
1
bounded sin(θkm ) ∈ [− 2N
sin (θ), (Na + 2N
) sin (θ)]. Thus,
the columns of τ will contain a maximum of Na orthogonal (i.e., linearly independent) Fourier vectors. Consequently,
each column of τ can be well approximated by linearly
combining Na orthogonal Fourier vectors in the practically
relevant Na < N . Specifically, as N → ∞ and fixed Na ,
sin (θkm ) ∈ n sin (θ), n = 1, 2, · · · , Na and the columns of
τ will lie exactly to a maximum of Na orthogonal Fourier
vectors. For these reasons, we will have rank(τ ) / Na (and
rank(τ ) ≤ Na when N → ∞).
where Ck
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